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Sweet Success

By Johanna Wallner

News Writer
Reverend Leslie Braxton spoke adamantly in favor of it and
acknowledged that white women, in addition to black, have benefited
greatly from it. Dick Gregory mentioned it and claimed that 14,000
white students at the University of Michigan had lower test scores than
the students who had sued the university opposing it. James Lawson
spoke in favor of it, adding that it is imperative for diversifying education systems. "It" is affirmative action.
Affirmative action has received constant attention ever since the
2003 Supreme Court decision that, once again, ruled in favor of the
University of Michigan's use of affirmative action in college admissions. hi 1978, in the case of the University of California v. Bakke, the
Supreme Court ruled affirmative action constitutional.
However, the University of Michigan's admission standards include
much more than just race. A student's academic record is still the most
important factor in its admissions. According to the Jan. 27, 2003 issue
of Newsweek, University of Michigan applicants' admission status is
dependent on a "point system."
According to the Newsweek report, students can earn up to 150
points, with 110 possible for academics. The academics section includes
a possible 80 points for grades and 12 points for standardized tests. Up
to 10 points are awarded for the difficulty of the student's high school
and eight points for the toughness of the curriculum.
Students from underrepresented states can receive as many as two
points. Michigan residents garner 10 points, and can earn more if they
are from a county with few students attending U of M. Minority students can earn up to 20 points if their minority is underrepresented.
Additionally, students from a majority-minority high school or from a
low-income family, regardless of race, can receive 20 points. Atheletes
also receive 20 points. Having an alumnus as a relative can get you four
points, and extracurricular activities can earn you a possible five points.
The always daunting essay receives, at most, four points.
There is no target score which determines who gets accepted and
who doesn't. Counselors examine each application individually. In
addition, the University of Michigan has a rolling admission policy so
the earlier one applies, the better the chance of getting accepted.
You may just find yourself a little curious as to how exactly affirmative action, or legacy admissions, is used here at UPS. You may even be
a little curious as to how exactly UPS grants admission to anyone.
"The first and most important variable is academic ability," said
George Mills, Vice President for Enrollment.
Academic ability involves several things. A rigorous high school
course of study is the most important thing, along with test scores and
writing ability. However, test scores do not play as large a role as their
reputation says they do. Students with low test scores and good grades
are more likely to be admitted than students with high test scores and

See ADMISSION, page 2
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WOMEN AND MEN FLY INTO SWEET 16—Both

men's and women's basketball won March 16

games, attaining spots in the nation's top 16 teams. See pages 14 and 16.

Where have all the conservatives gone?
By Rachel Hynes

News Writer
Campus conservatism (or lack thereof) has been
a hotly debated topic across the country recently.
One of the voices at the front of that discussion has
been that of David Horowitz, President of the
California-based Center for the Study of Popular
Culture and well-known conservative. He worries
about what he writes are "growing partisan activities of faculty" and the "politicization of some
aspects of the curriculum."
He has codified these concerns in his Academic
Bill of Rights. The Bill outlines the role of a university to promote intellectual diversity and to
protect what he calls "academic freedom." Critics
have called it a "right-wing plot," but Horowitz

asserts its intent is simply to remove political bias
from the classroom.
Republicans have introduced a version of it in
the U.S. House of Representatives and Horowitz
estimates similar proposals will be considered by
as many as six state legislatures before the spring.
Students for Academic Freedom, a coalition of
student organizations, also wants to bring attention to perceived liberal bias on campus. Their
website (www.studentsforacademicfreedom.org )
encourages students to submit complaint forms if
they feel their rights have been violated.
Complaint options include: "professor mocked
national political or religion figures," "university
funds used to hold one-sided partisan teach-ins or
conferences" and "professor allowed students'

See CONSERVATIVES, page 3

Governing bodies lead Greek empire forward
The Interfraternity and Panhellenic
Councils govern over 600 students.
By Sarah Norris

Assistant News Editor
While tales of debauchery and unequivocal alcohol
consumption haunt the Greek community at Puget Sound
and other universities, the UPS Panhellenic and
Interfraternity Councils hope to alter these incorrect characterizations. With the recent turnover to new executive
officers in both Panhellenic Council (representing campus
sororities) and Interfraternity Council (representing campus fraternities) each organization is energized with goals
and hopes for the coming calendar year.
The Panhell and IFC groups are governing bodies that
enforce national Panhellenic and Interfraternity
Conference rules on the UPS Greek community. Each
member of the Greek community must adhere to IFC and
Panhellenic rules as a member, even paying national dues
to the organizations as a member.
The governing bodies are made up of representatives

from the different houses that meet once a week as an
executive council and additionally as a general council,
joined by representatives from every house.
The Student Development website regarding the Greek
community at UPS states: "The councils promote excellence in academics, community and campus involvement,
as well as brotherhood and sisterhood amongst its organizations and governing members." While UPS maintains a
Greek community of five sororities and four fraternities,
far smaller than nearby state schools (UW has 27 fraternities and 16 sororities), its Greek community has individual
rewards and challenges.
"Panhellenic is such an important organization on campus because we are such a different kind of Greek community. While we have a larger Greek population relative
to other schools, our campus fosters a great environment
for friends and close ties beyond your chapter," said 'Casey
Stanislaw, former President of campus sorority Pi Beta Phi
and current President of Panhellenic.
Close ties between the Greek and community and the
general campus extend beyond friendships, as ASUPS and
the Greek community have recently sought a more friendly, constructive working relationship.

"In the past, there were some tensions as the Greek
community felt like people thought they were exclusive
but there are open lines of communication (between
ASUPS and the Greek community)," Stanislaw said.
"These are two strong communities that hope to further
integrate."
Former Phi Delta Theta President and current IFC
President Nick DaValle echoed these sentiments with
plans for integration.
"We hope to co-sponsor events with ASUPS like beginning of the year carnival," DaValle said.
Stanislaw hopes that IFC and Panhell will increase
respect and positive attitudes for Greeks on campus.
"There are a lot of (Greek community) stereotypes carried from larger state schools," DaValle said. "We get a lot
of the same characterizations where we actually focus
more on philanthropy and character building (than chapters at state schools)."
"The Greek community is positive, we do wonderful
things as a values-based society and further, there are so
many things we do that we don't get recognized for,"
Stanislaw said.

See GREEK, page 2
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Continued from page 1

not-so-good grades.
"SAT scores don't make or break a student's application. They are simply a measure of academic horsepower.
We measure the performance of the transcript against that
horsepower," Mills said.
"Student fit" is the next category. The applicant's interests and possible majors are taken into consideration. In
addition, the "match" factor is taken into account. For
example, a student interested in pursuing a professional
athletic career probably won't be very happy to find out
that UPS is NCAA Division III.
Another example is a student with after-college interests that are outside of the liberal arts intellectual community.
A third variable considered is "the hook." Does the student meet the needs of the school? For example, bassoonists can be hard to find, so their applications are often
given special attention.
The final variable is "special characteristics," which
include ethnicity, legacy status or any disadvantages that
a student has overcome. Applicants with these characteristics will most likely be kept in the admission pool.
"Legacy status and ethnicity are not primary variables,.
secondary variables or tertiary variables. They are an
after-the-fact consideration," Mills said.
This year the admissions office is expecting more freshman applications than ever before, approximately 4,500.
Of those, 3,000 applicants will be granted admission.
Each application is reviewed at an individual level.
Since most UPS applicants have very similar academic

backgrounds and share interests that UPS can fulfill, the
applicant pool is very homogeneous. This is where characteristics like legacy status, ethnicity and special circumstances become helpful in narrowing the 4,500 down to
3,000.
"I would say that of the 3,000 people whom we admit,
maybe five or six are admitted because of legacy status
impacting the decision, and 60 to 70 are admitted because
of ethnicity impacting the decision," Mills said.
Legacy status has never been a big deal here at UPS,
most likely because UPS's alumni body has always been
relatively small, and is just now starting to grow.
"We have never been in a position where we have felt
huge pressure from alumni to admit their children," Mills
said.
In addition, UPS does not have any quotas or target
diversity levels. The reason applicants are asked to list
any alumni that they know on their application is to make
the university aware, so that if they have to deny the student admission, the university can be prepared to speak
with the upset alumnus.
According to a Newsweek study, 73 percent of whites
oppose preferences for minorities. 65 percent approve of
using affirmative action based on income rather than race,
giving preferences to people from low-income families.
Currently, three percent of students in top universities
come from the poorest quarter of the American population.
Jonathan Alter, author of the Newsweek article, "What
Merit Really Means," said "I want to see the smart alumni
kid from Pacific Palisades to sit in the dining hall and get
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not have had the best SAT scores, but his dad may have had
some pull with admissions.

to knOw the smart poor kid from Camden."

Freshman Johanna Wallner is glad George W. Bush
didn't attend UPS.
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open forum in March to discuss potential changes to the process and general
likes and dislikes about recruitment.
While over 100 women went through
Jan. 2004's Recruitment period,
Panhellenic hopes to achieve its goal of
having 175 • women experience
Recruitment.
Despite individual goals, the Greek

She hopes that a publicity campaign
will change this.
Roy Lin, a current member of Sigma
Chi-and IFC Publicity Chair, is devising
such a campaign.
"We want the Interfraternity Council
to have a more public face and we hope
to do this with a marketing campaign,"
Roy said. "First, we are in the process of
designing a logo and secondly, we hope
to publicize events to become more visi- community as a whole is led by dedicated executive officers and is poised to fare
ble to the (UPS) community."
well in the future. Events like all-Greek
StaiiislaWidoe eXp
. ect - SOrrie
.
ties in her new position:
-"
" charett ate' ift-telliWt&I'fITOP Afict
"I anticipate the judicial aspects to be sorority'sisterhoods' arid Brotherhoods
difficult," Stanislaw confessed. "We are will forge a sense of community between
held to a higher standard yet we are in the houses.
"(The Greek community) can't exist
college ... we hope to not punish (for
Panhellenic or IFC rule violations) but in a struggling community," Stanislaw
emphasized. "We are only as strong as
hold people accountable."
Both Panhellenic and IFC Councils our weakest link and we are committed
are undergoing changes to recruitment to stressing the community aspect of
these organizations."
to, make the process more friendly, and
Senior Sarah Norris is proud to be Irish.
to encourage more students to go
.
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Panhellenic and IFC officers oversee those fun-loving Sigma Chis and their

homecoming floats (above).
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Conservatives
political or religious beliefs to influence grading." Since its launch last
September, the site has received almost
112,000 hits.
The University of Puget Sound does
not have an Academic Bill of Rights, nor
are any of its students members of
tudents for Academic Freedom. But it
does have a diversity statement that
declares "we act to achieve an environment that welcomes and supports diversity; to insure full educational opportunity for all who teach and learn here; to prepare effectively
Ecitizen-leaders for
pluralistic
a
world."
Sophomore
Cha dd
Montgomery does
not think that the
diversity statement has been
realized. "The
University talks
about diversity,
but only pursues
it in one general
he
*direction,"
said. He would
like to see more conservative views and
philosophies presented and discussed.
And contrary to what many would
think, so would sophmore Svetlana Matt,
President of the UPS Young Democrats.
"Some people think that because we're so
active we're trying to keep them (conservatives) down, but we would love to
have debates," Matt said.
Professor Andrew Milton of the
Politics and Government department
says such debates are an integral part of a
liberal arts education. He also believes
that it is the professor's responsibility,
when teaching social realities that are
"murky," to ensure that alternatives are
raised.
Instead of questionirig others values,
his goal is to get students to question
*their own values. He avoids what he
calls "cheerleading" and will alternately
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Segawa seeks efficiency, student input

Contitued from page 1

By Aimee Rawlins

play the role of a liberal, a conservative, a
feminist or a misogynist — whatever will
get the students to examine the issues
further.
However, as seen in junior John
Moore's opinion article from the Feb. 12
edition of The Trail, not all professors
teach like Milton. According to Moore,
his IPE professor used the classroom as a
place to discuss his liberal political opinions, leaving the conservative students
"staring at the floor in silence."
In fact, all the students and faculty
who spoke with The
Trail for this story said
that UPS students are
not as liberal as popularly thought. And as
far as increasing their
presence, Montgomery
said there are plans to
revive the Republican
Youth Majority, which
has not been active this
year.
He did not elaborate
about any specific
events the group will
hold, but did discuss
the recent controversial
event held at the University of
Washington, in which members of the
College Republicans held an affirmative
action bake sale.
The organizers of the bake sale
charged white students $1 for a cookie,
while blacks and other minorities paid 25
to 95 cents. Doughnuts were sold for 50
cents to everyone except Asian
Americans and white students, who were
not allowed to purchase them at all.
Students began attacking the booth and
the bake sale was quickly shut down.
"It is important to raise awareness but
that is obviously not the best way to do
it," Montgomery said. "But if it is something that bothers people that much,
maybe it is an issue that needs to be discussed."
Junior Rachel Hynes is armed and ready
for campus-wide ideological debates.

Managing Editor
When Jim Hoppe, the Associate Dean
for Student Development, left Student
Development last semester, there were big
shoes to fill. The position is responsible for
overseeing ResLife, Greek Life, Student
Government, Student Activities, Outdoor
Programs, the Judicial Board and Student
Leadership. Whew! (Insert deep breath
here).
But on Feb. 2, the student body received
a worthy replacement when Mike Segawa,
the new Associate Dean for Student
Development, stepped into the position. A
veteran on college campuses, Segawa
received his Masters from Colorado State
in College Student Personnel, worked for
12 years at UW as the Assistant Director
for Residential Life and then worked at
Evergreen College in Olympia for seven
years as the Director of Housing.
While his previous jobs were related to
more specific sectors of college life, he
feels that the knowledge and experiences
from them is transferable to his current
position and is looking forward to the
increased involvement.
"There are broader responsibilities,
which is fun," he said.
In his month on the job so far, he says
he has been going from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
meeting with different groups and department heads in order to get a good feel for
the University as a whole.
"I've asked for all these meetings and
they've been great, but I haven't been in
my office long enough to get comfortable," Segawa said. "I only just recently
got my phone and email all set up."
As Segawa looks at the different
aspects that comprise Student
Development, he doesn't want to make
wide sweeping changes, but instead hopes
to move towards asking why things are
done in a certain way.
"I don't know how things will change,"
Segawa said. "But I do have questions
about the pieces of the process — 'why do
we do it that way?' Some things won't
have great answers and those are the
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THIS DEAN DON'T YELP —Segawa

involves students in decision-making
process.
things that we need to look at seriously
and determine what process makes sense."
Segawa firmly believes in examining
these processes based on input from all
those involved and added that it's, "essential that this process of asking questions
and finding answers intimately involves
students in the conversation ... not just
basing it on what I want to do."
Some of these questions will revolve
around the issue of discipline, as well as
the goal to make UPS a more residential
campus. UPS currently has 65 percent of
its students living on campus but wants to
reach 75 percent, which could eventually
involve changes with theme houses or
theme floors.
After a month on the job, Segawa commented on the intense involvement of
UPS students.
"I want to know when they sleep. I
have yet to find a student that says 'all I do
is go to class.' I'm amazed by the amount
of things that students have going on in
their lives," he said. "They're all very
involved. I come from places in which you
only do one thing, so it's very different to
see such high levels of involvement here."
Overall, he said that it's "been a great
transition, I love being here so far...There
are good students, amazing faculty and a
beautiful campus."
Senior Aimee Rawlins doesn't sleep, it's true.
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Professor tells of his path
from fruit picking to bestseller writing
By Rachel Hynes

News Writer
Professor Doug "Dash" Goodman of
the Comparative Sociology Department
says some of his students may be surprised to learn about his life between leaving his native Council Bluffs, Iowa and
coming to teach at the University of Puget
Sound two years ago. It is not something
he usually talks about, but recently he sat
down with The Trail to share those experiences and reflect on what has been a busy
year for him.
Coming of age in the Midwest when
"the whole hippie phenomenon was hitting hard," Goodman had many years of
diverse experiences before devoting himself to academia.
Four years hitchhiking across the country and living out of a backpack, picking
fruit and washing dishes to make a living
was followed by numerous years of piano
rebuilding and tuning.
After he earned an undergraduate
degree in computers, Goodman developed
educational software and started working
at the University of Minnesota, where he
became interested in sociology, namely
Post Modernism. Post Modernism was a
new field of study at the time and the

University of Minnesota was one of the
few universities deyoting a department to
its study.
"I had thought academia was pretty
much dead," Goodman said. "These new
ideas started to hit and I was very excited
by them."
His attraction to sociology lies mainly
in theory and he laments the disappearance of such study in favor of more policydriven research and, as he says, "number
crunching."
He developed his interest in theory further while studying at the University of
Maryland, one of only two universities
with programs that specialize in sociological theory.
This semester Goodman is teaching a
400-level seminar, Sociological Theory and
Consumer Culture.
While at the University of Maryland he
met George Ritzer, author of "The
McDonaldization of Society," who became
his mentor. Ritzer also authored three
textbooks on sociological theory, the 2003
editions of which are co-authored by
Goodman. The texts have been the best
sellers in sociological theory for many
years, and the volume on classical theory
is currently being translated into Chinese.
Goodman says he gives the books a
fresh focus by updating them to suit our
current understanding, and cites Marx as
someone whose theories have been reexamined in recent years. When there was
a viable communist model, people wrote
about Marx's opinions about communism,

but now that communism has virtually
disappeared we are more interested in his
analysis of capitalism.
This past year has been a rather prolific
one for Goodman, who has had four books
published.
The most recent is one he co-authored
with colleague Mirelleohen,
i also of the
Comparative Socisog Department at
UPS. The book. is `entitled "Consumer
Culture: A Reference Handbook" and
examines what it means to live in a culture
where all elements of our culture can be
bought and sold.
"All of our cultural means are now
passed on through consumer objects,"
Goodman said. "But it was not always
like that"
istory, analyzing the
effects such inventions as the department store and the mall, and then focuses
on the inherent contradictions of consumerism. It explores our love/hate relationship with consumption. Ironically,
this idea is recognized by advertisers, who
attempt to appeal to consumers with ads
that mock salespeople and our insatiability
According to Goodman, this consumerism is so pervasive that our ideas of
democracy have shifted from involvement
in our government to the ability to select a
prepackaged candidate.
He is currently working on his first solo
book project analyzing the idea of freedom, investigating how freedom works in
our world and the way our relation to

l

GROWIN' UP KEROUAC—CSOC Prof

Doug "Dash" Goodman spent four years on
the road, washing dishes and picking berries •
being free has changed.
As opposed to the past, when freedom
was associated with the struggle for the
ability to do what we want, Goodman
says, the modern world sees freedom very.
differently.
"Many of us have grown up thinking
we can do whatever we want to do,"
Goodman explained. " And now we can
do whatever we want but the problem is
that we don't know what to do."

Junior Rachel Hynes prefers not to live the
Jack Kerouac lifew
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Want to write for the News Section?
Too lazy to write but you've got a good
story idea?
E-mail Trailnews@ups.edu

What if the Athletes
Heckled You?

The Trail
Nov. 22, 1968

Draft
Damaged n Explosion •
Thursday, November 14, was
dedicated as National Draft Resistance Day. At 11:26 a.m. someone or group took it upon themselves to destroy the offices of
the Tacoma Area Draft. Counseling at 1216 Tacoma Avenue
South, operated by two UPS stu
dents. Dave Vance and Dave Soltm a n.
A bomb in the form of what
was believed to be four Molotov
cocktails was placed in the back
room of the office and upon exnlesion blew the hack wall into

the front room and the large plate
glass windows into the street. No
one was harmed. but damage is
estimated at approximately $150.
Police say they have located
witnesses who saw two men kicking in the front door and entering the office ju:st prior to the explosion. None of the combustible
cleaning materials present in the
office were ignited as reported by
police in the initial investigation.
Draft counseling may still be obtained by phoning FU 3.4230 or
by contacting Dave Vance or Dave
Soltman.

Cain

US

Crimes
The following incidents were reported to Security Services:

Please Be Good
Sports.
Cut profanity.
Be witty.
Remember the children.
Brought To You by
ASUPS
Student Athletic Advisory Council

March 5
A student reported the theft of cash
from her backpack. She believes the
theft occurred while she was attending
class in Wyatt Hall.
March 5
Security staff contacted several local
juveniles who were shooting paint balls
from a vehicle around campus. Several
buildings were hit and damaged by the
paint.

March 6
A student reported she left her jacket
unattended briefly while she was
attending the basketball game Saturday

night in the Fieldhouse. She stated her
jacket was missing when she returned
for it.
March 6
Security staff responded to a disturbance involving several students behind
the Beta Theta Pi fraternity. Apparently
an argument started inside the fraternity during a function members were
hosting. The argument moved outside.
March 7
Security staff responded to three
small garbage can fires which were
started maliciously outside buildings.
The fires occurred in succession and
were easily extinguished. Please contact
campus Security (ext. 3311) if you have
information about this.
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Daytona. Watkins Glen. Road America. These are
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at signing is higherin NY and RI.

See your local Lexus dealer
about our special College
Graduate Finance Plan.

YOUR LEXUS DEALER. PURSUING PERFECTION. ® ILE:11

LEXUS.COM
LEXUS OF BELLEVUE

LEXUS OF SEATTLE

11058 Main St., Bellevue
(425) 455-9995
(800) 74-LEXUS

20515 Highway 99, Lynnwood
(425) 774-7900
(800) 446-8413

LEXUS OF
TACOMA AT FIFE
1708 40th Ave. Ct. E., Fife
(253) 922-7100

*Only a limited number of customers will qualify for the advertised terms. See your participating Lexus dealer for complete lease program qualifications and eligibility. Not all graduates will qualify. 2004 15300 E-Shift with 17-in 5-spoke alloy wheels,
LeatherlAlcantara Trim Value Package, trunk mat, wheel locks, rear spoier and cargo net, plus deivery, processing and handling fee. Optional equipment may vary by region. Your monthly payment may vary depending on final price. You pay maintenance and
excess wear and tear. You also pay $020 per mile over 12,000 miles per year $329 Lease Program Details:$4,079.00 due at signing for vehicles garaged in NY and RI. Your 42 monthly payments total $13,81800. Your lease-end purchase option will be
$16,524.50, plus taxes and fees. $399 Lease Program Details: $1,049.00 due at signing forvehicles garaged in NY and RI. Your 45 monthly payments wal total $1795500. YOU r lease-end purchase option will be $15,863.52, plus taxes and fees. To quallied
customers through Lexus Financial Services and participating Lexus dealers. Not avalable in HI. Must take delivery by 3/31/04. Lexus reminds you to wear seatbelts, secure children in rear seat, obey all traffic laws and drive responsibly. ©2003 Lexus.
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Political bias in classroom needs balance
113, Morgan Johnson

Opinions Writer

the
classical
liberal

Surely we have
all heard the joke
regarding what sorts
of people teach,
"those who can do;
those who can't..." it does not need to be refuted by me.
Still, teachers are not entirely representative of the population, not everyone wants to teach, nor does everyone
possess the skills to do so. Yet could it be that some people have been purposefully excluded from teaching? Fifty
years ago it was not uncommon for people to be discriminated by the color of their skin. Today there exists evidence that professors are discriminated against based
upon their political beliefs, and it has stirred up quite a
controversy.
It is no secret that most professors at this or any other
university are politically left of center. Most recently from
Duke University, 142 faculty members and deans are registered Democrats, 28 are unaffiliated and 8 are registered
Republicans. Given that in the general population the
split is pretty even, it is unlikely that this bias is due to
chance.
So could it be due to natural factors, i.e. could it be that
there is something about being right of center that prevents one from being good at academics? Prof. Brandon,
chair of Duke's Philosophy Department offered that: "We
try to hire the best, smartest people available. If, as John
Stuart Mill said, stupid people are generally conservative,
then there are lots of conservatives we will never hire."
Mill, however "never said that stupid people are generally conservative — he said that stupid people in the
England of his era belonged to the Conservative Party,"
UCLA Law Professor Volokh notes.
Imagine if some college professor justified the lack of
African-Americans on his staff because some historical
figure indicated that African-Americans tended to be very
illiterate in the 1860's! Worth noting is that Americans use
"Conservative" and "Liberal" very differently than the
British of the 1860's; neither party continues to exist today
in any form, the Conservatives being supporters of
monarchy, and the Liberals supporters of limited government. Yet this does not mean that right of center
Americans are not less intelligent than left of center
Americans.
So are Republicans by and large less intelligent then
Democrats? In answer to this, Prof. Lindgren, a law professor at Northwestern University and director of the
Demography of Diversity Project, has done research on
the matter. Based on the 1994-2002 General Social Surveys

Thumbs

Our z ,icu , of lift' on campus
Men and women's basketball playoff
wins.
Mud slingin' in the national
elections.
Midterms being over.
Missing playoff basketball games
due to spring break.
Ron Thomas sitting with students at campus events.
Steroid use in Major League
Baseball.
The possibilty of finally getting
on "Girls Gone Wild" this
Spring Break
Unregulated intersections around
campus.

(GSS), he notes:
"If one breaks down the data by party affiliation and
political orientation, the most highly educated group is
conservative Republicans, who also score highest on the
vocabulary and analogical reasoning tests. Liberal
Democrats score only insignificantly lower than conservative Republicans. The least educated subgroups are
moderate and conservative Democrats, who also score
at the bottom (or very near the bottom) on vocabulary and
analogy tests."
It would seem then that political orientation has little to
do with intelligence, unless one would care to argue that
the reason for the greater education of Republicans has to
do with their greater wealth. Despite the stereotypes, there
is ample evidence that wealth is not an indicator of party
affiliation. According to the Center for Responsive Politics,
among donors who gave $10,000 or more during the 2002
election, Democrats received $140 million, compared to
$111 million to Republican candidates. Lacking in other
evidence at present, that is not anecdotal, I will merely
suggest that it is possible that most Republicans are not
necessarily wealthier than most Democrats, particularly
given the former's dominance in rural areas.
So why is there this dominance of left of center professors? It is argued by Brandon that politics "never came up
in the interview" but this does not mean that it cannot be
taken into account. One can examine a potential hire's
research interests, and how they interpret certain politically charged matters. One need merely walk by the UPS
Sociology department's offices to see that admitting you
voted for Bush may require that you be wary of drinks
that have escaped your hands. Can you say "hostile work
environment?"
What dangers exist from this bias of views in
Academia? Certainly some fields are more dominated by

politics than others. Studying environmental sciences and
arguing that global warming is not the danger it is made
out to be, is not good for a hard earned academic reputation. Just ask Bjorn Lomborg, a Danish, liberal, vegetarian,
former member of Greenpeace; who "used to believe in
the litany of our ever-deteriorating environment." He
authored , "The Skeptical Environmentalist" which has
received an unending series of attacks internationally and •
in his home country. None of the attacks on his work
allege fraud; it would be hard to do so given that he is
simply a statistician who evaluated the claims based on
data collected by government sources. Yet he was attacked
by the Danish Committee for Scientific Dishonesty based
on no reports from peer-reviewed sources, in Denmark
alone 280 professors have signed a petition rejecting thee
decision by this committee. Prof. Steve Fuller from the UK
is scheduled to talk on this matter between April 5th and
6th.
In 1998 a group of Scientists from the Oregon Insti
of Science and Medicine released a report on the
"Environmental Effects of Increased Atmospheric Carbon
Dioxide." The report argues that carbon dioxide is not the*
menace it is made out to be by supporters of the Kyoto
Protocol. Some 19,700 signatures were received from scientists, with 17,800 independently verified. Now ask
yourself, how often have you heard it said that a majority
of scientists believe in global warming? Since when has
scientific evidence been based on democracy? The danger
of this academic bias is quite clear, especially with more•
specialized disciplines where the number of people studying it is small: a very few people could control all research
in a given scientific field, and report data that served principally their political ends, rather than the truth. By
achieving a political balance, we ensure that the motivations within a field aren't driven by politics.

campus poll`

Online
<trail.ups.edu >

What do you do with your
trash at campus films?
A. Eat it!
13. Burn it on Todd Field along with all

my notes.
Recvle it with unused issues of the
Trail.
Add it to the world record trash heap
in Register basement.

Last week's poll:
Would you spend $29.95 to
own an acre of the moon?
n live
A. Why not, Rid Ole niv ,, ,,rdricikick
,there someday. 21.4%
Hell no I'd rather spend the mop. on
pizza and beer. 21.4%
What would I do with a piece of the
moon? 21.4%
D.1 can't afford it, I've got to save every
penny to pay UPS tuition. 35.7%

Respect due Campus Films
Soda, also, is not fun to wipe up with
paper towels. Instead of placing the
dol phin
soda cans on the floor, where granted'
n
it's rather easy to knock them over, try
I like movies. I
them on the lovely little tables
enjoy watching,
disg uise placing
conveniently located on the arms of the
showing and dischairs. They also work well for candy.
cussing them. As
As in any movie theafre, sometimes
such, I work for
Campus Films and, most of the time, I like my job. the projectors malfunction. We Campus Filmla
What I do not like, however, is popcorn and soda people do all we can to insure the reels load, run,
spilled in the aisles, candy wrappers strewn about and change over smoothly, but occasionally proband various food items left under the seats. I also lems are beyond our control. We do our best, so
do no like people who become irritated and please do not whine and rant when we need to
whine when the projectors malfunction. It hap- shut down the movie for a few minutes while we
pens. If everyone could perhaps exercise a little fix the projector. You pay a dollar to see these
more courtesy attending Campus Films, both the movies on a big screen. If you truly wish to see.
the movie with fewer potential quirks, spend the
audience and staff would find the whole experiseven or eight dollars to see it in a "real" theatre.
ence more enjoyable.
Is it too much to ask for people to clean up after Or shell out three to four dollars to see it on DVD.
Those of us employed by Campus Films work
themselves? Trash cans are located conveniently
very hard to bring you entertainment. Many of us
inside each entrance to the Rausch auditorium
give up part of our Friday and Saturday nights
and a larger trash bin is right outside in the hall.
and get paid very little to do so. We do all we cal k
If you absolutely must have a starburst fight during an action sequence, fine, just pick them up to insure your dollar is well spent. When things
when you are done. Please try not to spill your go wrong, please, give us a break. We want to
show the movies as much as you want to see
popcorn, as even with a broom and dustpan, it is
still difficult to clean up, especially when it has them.
• Freshman Nell Shamrell fears timepiece-like fruit.
been stepped on and ground into the carpet.

13y Nell Shamrell
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US must embrace Haiti
By Michael Allen

Opinions Writer

quixotic
knight
errant

For.
many
Americans, particular regions of the
world exist purely
as a thick haze
that, when they attempt to comprehend events happening
in the region, generic and stereotypical images of those
people and their culture come to mind.
Haiti, like many other countries in Latin America, is
often rendered in this oblivious framework due to our
ostensible noninvolvement in the region and lack of indepth media coverage. However, this veil of ignorance is
slightly lifted as we start to hear a few headlines about
civil war and how pressure from the United States makes
the first democratically elected president of the country
resign his. office.
United States involvement in the country has been
tremendous and dates back to Haiti's creation when our
sitting president, Thomas Jefferson, refused to recognize it
as a country. The United States has taken several actions to
gain favorable outcomes in the republic, and in the last 15
years, our involvement has been rather intense. In 1990
Jean-Bertrand Aristide was elected as the first president of
Haiti after several decades of brutal repression by despots.
Within nine months, a guerrilla movement backed,
trained, and financed by the United States Central
Intelligence Agency overthrew the regime and installed a
puppet-government yk few years later, President Clinton
intervened intheconflict.and restored Aristide to power.
,), Nutt thiIS might seem like the end of the conflict as the
legitimate goVernntent of Haiti was restored; however,
despite several trials that were held to prosecute war criminals, the United States protected and granted amnesty to
some of the worst known terrorists in the region.
Emanuel "Toto" Constant, for example, lives in a nice
two story home in Queens, New York. He was found
responsible for torture, murders, the collective burning of
200 homes in Cite Solei and was the founder of the guerilla movement against Aristide. Toto was also one of the

Letters to the

Editor
BTF falls short for
Human Resources
To

the Editor:

Thanks and kudos to Aurea
Astro for addressing some important questions in her article last
week. 1 . would like to make one
small correction, however. The
$50,000 allocated by the Budget
Task Force for the Compensation
Study in '04-'05 is actually for

main contacts for the CIA and later made a deal that
allows him to remain in the United States if he does not
divulge his contacts with the organization. It seems a bit
hypocritical that we claim to be fighting a war against terrorism as we continue to harbor internationally recognized terrorists.
The involvement under the Clinton Administration
may seem like a conflict between agencies that inevitably
lead to conflicting policies towards Haiti, but the current
situation makes the past seem much more orchestrated.
Many of the former actors of the 1991 revolution have
returned to Haiti and to the forefront of the rebellion.
Also, as democracynow.org has reported, those involved
in the uprising are said to be reported with high-tech
weaponry that is not usually found on the island such as
M-16s, M-60s and rocket propelled grenade launchers.
These weapons are highly effective against a government
that has only one helicopter in its army.
The idea that the United States may have assisted or
even orchestrated the rebels is not a novel suggestion. As
I write this, a group of United States marines are heading
to Haiti to serve and protect a transitional government
until 2005. President Bush has called it necessary to retain
order — echoing Woodrow Wilson's decree of intervention in 1915 when he sent troops to "maintain order" and
legitimized two decades of occupation in Haiti.
Haiti should not be some cloudy subject in our minds
that we occasionally venture a thought towards as we
watch the news. We have a long history in the region and
have very intimate ties with most of the happenings in
Haiti. The best way to help the country develop is not to
force it to kowtow towards neoliberal policies that would
easily thrash what little economy it currently has, but to
allow cooperative engagement and protection of an
under-developed country. Military intervention and support for rebellions will continue to foster a tumultuous situation that prevents any type of confidence and investment into the area. If we want a reliable partner, we
should not undermine the second oldest republic in the
Western hemisphere but instead embrace its self-determination that was approved in a democratic forum.

The (arcs

Pulse
If you could choose a
new UPS mascot, what
would it be?

"It should be an
angry weatherman. Or maybe a
big raincloud."
Scott McAmis
Junior

"The Lute. It's
hot."
Leah Haloin
Senior

Junior Michael Allen won't be in Haiti for spring break.

implementation of the study recommendations. The money will actually go to some of the lowest paid
staff members to bring their salaries
up from the bottom of their pay
ranges. It is unfortunate, however
that the BTF did not go with
Human Resources request for
$160,000 for that purpose. With
nearly 500 staff members, the $50K
will average only $100 per year
each. This money is in addition to
the BTF's recommended over-all
salary increase for faculty and staff
for '04-'05 of 2.3 percent, which is
slightly above the CPI for last year.
According to HR's own statistics, people who make $40,000 and
above here at UPS are already at the

P11S

Opinions

middle of their pay ranges on average. Most people who make less
than $40K arc near the bottom of
their pay scales, so that implementation money is extremely important to those staff hoping to someday receive compensation from
UPS that is somewhat comparable
to what they can make working at a
for-profit company. Oops, this IS a
for-profit college, isn't it? Hmmm.
Again thanks, Aurea, for bringing up some important issues
which deserve further examination
by our students. Write on!

—Tint Putnam, Associate Vice
President of Irrigation and Technology

"Australia — that
should be the new
mascot."
Robert Gale
Sophomore

"We should be the
Puget Sound
Yuppies."
Michelle Ayers
Freshman

University Diversity Statement
We Acknowledge
- the intrinsic worth
- the richness of
commonalities and of all who work and
study here.
differences we
share as a university
*
community.
We Aspire
4....
to increase the
diversity of all parts
to create respect
of our University
for and appreciation
community through
of all persons as a
commitment to
key characteristic of
diversity in our
our campus
recruitment and
community.
retention efforts.

- that education is
enhanced by
investigation of and
reflection upon
multiple perspectives.

"The owl, because
he is a creature of
the night."
Jesse Iiam Hauser
Senior

- to foster a spirit
of openness to
active engagment
among all members
of our campus
community.

We Act
- to achieve an
environment that
welcomes and
supports diversity.
Sandwiches - Salads - Comfort Food
Wine &

Just 13Iocks
3323

H.

to insure full
educational
opportunity for
all who teach
and learn here,
-

- to prepare effectively
citizen-leaders for a
pluralistic world.

"A Rastaman."
Katie Kramarczuk
Sophomore

13 e e

[r'om

Campus

2611-1 St. Tacoma

253.752.7999
vvvvw.rosewooicafe.corn

Thf Campus Pulse is by Megan Buscho who is a
sophomore majoring in Politics and Government.
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Kittredge showcases
Doten's latest work
By Kathleen Converse

Features Writer
It's easy to get caught up in a routine and not pay attention to what is
around us. Watching students walk to the SUB even on a gorgeous day,
most of them consistently check their watches, their eyes staring straight
ahead and their ears glued to their cell phones. Karen Doten, an art professor at UPS whose work will be displayed March 22 through April 18 in
the Kittredge Gallery, stresses how important it is in her work to pay attention to her surroundings and notice the slight changes that occur in mundane things. Most of her inspiration for her paintings comes from the
things she sees on her way to work every day, or the things she observes
when she is out walking her dog at Point Defiance, such as taking in the
way the sunset changes from night to night and the emotions that accompany what she sees. She explained that, " I try to keep a strict routine" so
that she can observe the slight changes that occur in the things she passes
every day.
After observing a certain image, Doten will go back to her studio and do
a quick graphite sketch of her idea. There are generally about ten paintings
she will be working on at one time in her studio and she typically has five
or six ideas brewing at any given time. The amount of time it takes her to
finish a particular piece varies considerably. One night Doten was looking
at two pieces she needed to finish expecting it to take her at least 48 hours
of working straight in order to finish them, but it ended up only taking
three hours to create the finished products.
There will be about eighteen paintings featured in her exhibit, all of
which are abstract and extremely moving. One of the works that has particular meaning to Doten is a work called "Day and •ight." The painting
has pieces of cloth incorporated into it and is all under wax with different
layers of paint creating a sunset effect in the background. The idea from this
painting came from her walks at Point Defiance and signifies the idea of
repetition in everyday life. Another painting that everyone in Tacoma
could relate to is a piece called, "Midnight Shower," created based off of her
listening to the rain at night and the feelings accompanied with the sound.
"They're all simple ideas," she explained, " Nothing glamorous."
However, the way she takes simple images, even something as basic as a
pinecone, and trarisforms them into an emotional work of art is truly amazing.
Doten really looks up to artists who take mundane things and expose
their beauty. One of her dreams would be able to just follow an artist such
as Morris Graves for a year and learn all about his process. Doten remarked
that, " One of my friends asked me once if I was willing to cut off my hand,
in order to meet my favorite artist." She said no, leaving cutting off body
parts to Van Gogh.
Doten's advice to budding artists is "It isn't always easy to follow your
dreams, but be stubborn and stick to it." However, another piece of advice
artists can gain from looking at her paintings is to pay attention to the little
things and appreciate how many beautiful things surround us each day.

FIELDS OF
COLOR — Using
encaustic with graphite
on canvas, Doten's current series of paintings
seek to combine everyday occurrences and
actions with everyday
through
ges in
light, color and structure. Nuance and subtlety also play a prominent role in her choice
of visual material for
these paintings.

Kathleen digs beautiful things, like artist-dudes.

TAM features imported Fauves
By Nyree Sarkissian

Features Writer
Is it feasible for art from 5000 miles away and 75 years ago to echo brand new
architecture of today? It would seem as though this is not a possibility, but when
you go to the Tacoma Art Museum to visit the American Artist in Paris exhibit,
you'll find that the skyline of the Tacoma Glass Museum and the adjoining waterfront lofts resemble the structures and colors in the paintings of the made-up street
scenes of Stuart Davis's paintings, and the modernistic makeup of Charles
Demuth's art.
"A Transatlantic Avant-Garde: American Artist in Paris, 1918-1939" examines the
work of American artists in Paris in the interwar years. Paris was the center of art in
the early 20th century and many writers, artists and performers flocked there in the
years between 1920 and 1930. Artists considered a stay in Paris mandatory if they
were to gain respect by their artistic societies. Although many Parisians resented the
Americans that were quickly taking over their city, others began to fall in love with
American jazz and culture, all while American artists began to appreciate European
culture and incorporate it into their works. The influence of *Parisian life in
American art was one of the reasons why many American artists became central
and popular in their separate artistic circles.
The four important aspects of modernist art that the Americans were a part of in
Paris are the representations of avant garde, simplification of forms, geometric
abstraction and surrealism. The exhibit at the Tacoma Art Museum includes paintings, drawings, photographs and sculptures and it spans a period of two decades.
This exhibition was organized by the Musee d'Art Americain Giverny and the Terra
Foundation of the Arts. Students can view this exhibit and many others for $6.50 at
the Tacoma Art Museum, 1701 Pacific Avenue, until March 28.

Nyree will gain respect — and street cred — after visiting Italy during Spring Break.
Jonah Kliewer/ASUPS Photo Services
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Glass reigns at spring exhibit
By Mike Jerman

Features Writer
Surprisingly few people know it, but Tacoma is home to a rather rare spectacle: The Museum of Glass: International Center for Contemporary Art. This
establishment is the only center that features contemporary glass art in
America, and is one of three found throughout the world. The unique displays
and activities found within the Museum's abstract outer shell have made it a
Northwest attraction since its opening in July of 2002.
Once you've stepped through the front doors you are bombarded by an
outrageous range and style of art work displayed throughout the buildirig.
Galleries and exhibition space fill 13,000 square feet of the building, with hundreds of different works of art on display. The Grand Hall opens up behind the
gallery space, where public events are held on a regular basis. The theater,
which features multimedia events, film presentations, and lectures, has the
ability to cater to over' 180 people at any point in time. To further educational
possibilities, an Education Studio has been constructed inside the Museum.
This facility caters mostly to organized groups from schools and community
programs, allowing individuals to have an in-depth and interactive look at
films, presentations and speakers.
The next object your eyes come in contact with is the most prominent aspect
within the museum: The Hot Shop. This 90 foot tall, 100 foot wide room balances at a seventeen degree angle from the rest of the building. This room harbors a full access glass blowing studio, where guests may watch and learn how
the art is done.
Just the building itself and all it entails is a masterful piece of work, but the
exhibits currently being shown have an incredible sense of creativity and individuality "Breathing Glass and Raining Popcorn" is the title of the current
exhibit. Sandy Skoglund prepared the collection of different mediums in

the art world, which gives her work a sense of all around talent and ability.
Combining painting photography and sculpture to create her piece, Skoglund
takes an abstract view of consumer society, "drawing from an artificial and
consumer culture and using products from that culture (clothes hangers, candywrappers and fastfood), Skoglund builds a complex web of opposing forces
that gives her work its' compelling power." Skoglund's exhibit is running
through April 18, 2004, and is very worth checking out.

• Freshman Mike ferman blows.

Photo courtesy museumofglass.org
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Gamelan Ensemble: Not your typical music group
By Samantha Gray

A&E Writer
As the students sit in a cross-legged, meditative position, their mallets glide across the
various unique Indonesian instruments. While others sing a Javanese chorus in sync with
the rhythmic pulses from the beating "tung, dah" of the kendangs (drums), a final strike
of the gong adds glitter and shimmer to the music. This odd, yet interesting music from
the island of Java in Indonesia is played by a group of eight UPS students Who call themselves a "Gamelan Ensemble." This ensemble, led by Molly McNamara, is one of the
newest classes this semester that students can take twice a week for an activity credit.
This truly unique ensemble was organized with the help of Vincent McDermott, a
retired professor, who brought the instruments from Lewis & Clark to campus. The
ensemble was made possible by students Rebecca Baldwin, Michelle Brittan, Dave
Chebuske, Heather DuBon, Noah Garaas, Samantha Gray, Sam Pierce and Brian Smith
who were willing to take a completely different class led by a new professor. Molly
McNamara leads the ensemble where she teaches everything from reading the music to
the proper technique of striking the gong. Molly has been studying Gamelan music for
27 years and lived in Java for three years studying the language and culture.
Students here are very fortunate to have the opportunity to play one of the greatest
musical traditions of the world. Molly remarked, "I think it is important to say Gamelan
is a type of music that can accommodate advanced and beginning level musicians and,
although some of these instruments take years to learn, the students are making remarkable progress."
In addition to teaching the Javanese music, Molly educates the students about the culture by either telling stories of her days playing for the emperor or by introducing new
foods that are commonly found on the island. Sociology major Michelle Brittan
expressed her interest in the class.
"I was excited to take the class because I didn't know that much about Indonesian
music and, because I am really into world music and culture, the class sounded interesting. My favorite aspect of the class is when Molly tells us her interesting stories, and
teaches us various words in Indonesian, such as 'kecap' (pronounced ketchup) and
'bukah' (open)," Brittan said.
Besides learning the basics of the notation and technique, all the students are required
to know how to play each instrument in order to get an overall understanding of how
each instrument has an integral role in the ensemble. One challenging aspect of playing
the gender, slentem and saron (the xylophone-like instruments) is dampening the sound
before striking the next note to prevent a dissonant overlap of the tones. These xylophone
instruments are essential for elaborating the melody. Other instruments, such as the
balungan, are the "bones" of the music, and the gong is a "punctuator" that enables the

ensemble to stay together. If the music ever goes amok, the gong player is the one to
blame.
There is something very tranquil and mesmerizing about this music, and while every
student knows the difficulty and frustration in tackling these instruments, they are beginning to realize the respect required and the historical importance that this music has had
on a large part of the world, such as being careful not to step over the instruments and
placing flowers around the room in respect of the spirits of the instruments. Although the
instruments only make up a "chamber Gamelan ensemble" and are not always in tune,
the fact still remains that these instruments are challenging and provide an unforgettable
cultural experience.
Look for this unique, unprecedented ensemble toward the end of April when they will
perform their first concert.

• Samantha Gray is a Spanish major and Environmental Science minor who plays in the
Gamelan ensemble.

Samantha Gray/ The Trail

CAN YOU FEEL THE EXCITEMENT?—Sophomores Michele Brittan and Brian Smith
perfect their technique on the gender.

Tired of no one listening to you? Write
a letter to the editor. The Trail loves
snide comments about our articles.
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12 — The Paul DeLa y Band

of the Northwest's Lest Llues harmonica Leginning at 9:15

Pius, ifs GILL'S NIGHT CUT!
I.
*Drink
rink specials and door prizes for the ladi es *

Sat. March

13 — Geoffer y Castle Band

'Beginning at 9:15, a "rich Llend of jazz,

world, funk, Llues, new age, and tasty Lut not overlDrewed rock. "

happ y hour at JazzLones!
4pm-7pm weekda y s
$3 wells & $3 domestic pints
$2.50 pitchers 8-10pm Tuesda y s
hie

Cover For Students Sun-Thur

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

MARCH 12
80 S ROCK /HOUSE DI
NO COVER!

MARCH 13
JUST DIRT
9:30 PM $1 COVER

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

MARCH 14
FREE KARAOKE
9 PM

MARCH 15
OPEN TABLES DJ NIGHT
(HOUSE/JUNGLE/BREAK BEAT)
NO COVER 9:30PM - JAM
DRINK SPECIALS

W EDNESDAY THUDS 1 AY

MARCH 12
80 S ROCK /HOUSE II1
NO COVER!

MARCH 11
DEEP HOUSE DJ NIGHT
NO COVER
9:30 PM

for more info, check www.jazzLones.com

MORE INFO AT WWW.FENDERSROCKS_COM

2803 elk Avenue Tacoma, WA 253-396-9169

2702 6th Ave - Tacoma, WA 98485 - (253) 572-5445
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Get a Date: Spring Break Movies
it

Touching the Void" provides mountainous joy

By Kat Griffin

A&E Writer

•

$

•

Outdoor enthusiasts and climbers take
notice: "Touching the Void," a movie based on
the true story of two climbers, is a must-see for
those who climb or appreciate the outdoors.
The year is 1985. Meet Joe Simpson and
Simon Yates, two climbers from Britain who
set out to scale the 21,000 feet of the Siula
Grande Mountain in Peru. Simpson and Yates
are both in their twenties and experienced
climbers. Siula Grande Mountain is the only
unconquered mountain in the Peruvian
Andes.
Based on the book, "Touching the
Void,"written by Simpson, the movie shows
the gripping story of the two men who make a
successful ascent through the snow, wind chill
and steep terrain. Yet disaster awaits them on
their descent when Simpson breaks his leg.
Although Yates figures out a way to lower
himself and Simpson, they run into trouble
when Simpson is dangling over a crevasse, 150
feet in the air. Yates has no choice but to save
his own life and cut the rope that connects him
and Simpson.
Miraculously Simpson survives, which we
know since both Simpson and Yates narrate
the story. What begins as a story of climbing
turns into one of the most gripping and harrowing accounts of human strength, courage
and endurance. Simpson is left by himself and
thought to be dead. Yet he survives the fall,
finds himself out of the crevasse and crawls
(and falls) his way back to the base camp.
You might question Yates for cutting the
rope. It is an ironic twist of fate that had Yates
not cut the rope, both men surely would have
died. Simpson defends Yates and says he
would have done the same thing. It is certainly a power stat ent of the trust between
climb'
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Sitting and watching this movie for two
hours is emotionally difficult, since you are
witnessing every obstacle that Simpson faces.
Not only does Simpson gain sympathy but
Yates does as well since his story continues
with the guilt of cutting the rope and the fact
that he will have to tell Simpson's family what
happened.
"Touching the Void" does justice reenacting the sequence of events. Yates and Simpson
are played by Nicholas Aaron and Brenden
Mackey (along with several stunt doubles and
experienced climbers). The movie is shot on
location, as well as in the Alps, and it conveys
the pain, helplessness and sure angst of the situation. Not only is the storyline impressive
but the cinematography is equally incredible.
There are some beautiful scenes of the landscape of the Peruvian Andes. One can understand the fascination that drives people like
Simpson and Yates to climb Siula Grande with
its high snowy peaks with only clouds for
neighbors.
The look of the actors is authentic as the
two men are fiercely bearded, frostbitten and
covered with snow. Every moment and sound
they utter makes you feel as if you are right
next to them dangling from a rope, ice axe in
hand. Their labored breathing, their steps in
the snow, the swing of their ice axes, each
sound is caught and helps to create the tension
of the movie.
"Touching the Void" is a movie about
reaching the very depths of despair and having to fight back. More than once Simpson
was almost to the point of giving up and he
continued to fight. It is a story about friendship and the trust that exists between two
friends. This movie will certainly resonate
with those who understand the testament of
courage and friendship.

Kat Griffin is excited about spring break road
tripping.

•
•
•

Photo courtesy yahoomovies.com

HANG ON SALLY—"Touching the Void" tells the true story of two climbers' ascension of the

Siula Grande Mountain.
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Photo courtesy yahoo.com
INDIANA JONES GETS UGLY?—"Hidalgo" incorporates horse racing, love

and action to make an epic film much like Indiana Jones (minus the quality).

"Hidalgo": Horse racing aimlessly
By Will Coward

A&E Writer
Geraldo, I mean "Hidalgo," is the most uninspired thing since Geraldo. In
addition to being bland, both Geraldo and "Hidalgo" feature American heroes
who venture to the Middle-East to meet interesting people. Also, they both
seem to have no idea where they are going or what they are trying to say.
"Hidalgo" stars Viggo Mortensen from the "Lord of the Rings" as Frank
Sinatra, I mean Frank Hopkins. Hopkins was a real life horse racer who won
over 50 races right here in the United States during the early 20th century. In
the film, Hopkins is recruited by some wealthy individuals to race in Saudi
Arabia against the Middle-East's finest horses. During the race, Hopkins must
compete against sand storms, computer generated cougars, an Arabian prince,
a femme-fatale and blistering desert heat. In addition to these physical obstacles, Hopkins must cope with personal demons concerning his mixed Indian
blood. All of these elements are intermixed in a horse-racing story, a love story
and an action film. How are all these parts unified? Hidalgo.
The strongest aspect of the film was the winning spirit of the horse. Unlike
Seabiscuit, Hidalgo never gave up and won a 3000 mile race. Indeed, Seabiscuit
was a tough little son-of-a-gun as well. But it is doubtful that he could sprint
for five miles after being speared in the leg and mauled by ferocious cougars.
The only horse whose indomitable spirit comes close to Hidalgo's is the black
stallion who escaped from a sinking ship at sea. But Hidalgo would probably
survive a sinking ship, too, and swim home in time for hay-dinner.
The weakest aspect of this film was everything but the horse, Hidalgo, and
some crazy action sequences. But even Hidalgo and spontaneous action
sequences could not save the film from the apparent lack of effort on the part
of the filmmakers. It's difficult to tell what genre this film is trying to fit into.
The first 45 .minutes of the film lead up to the beginning of a race that we
assume will set in opposition Hopkins, Hidalgo and the forces of nature. But
after a few water deprivation sequences, "Hidalgo" morphs into an actionadventure story where Hopkins must rescue an Arabian princess from his
horse racing opponent's castle. After he rescues the princess, the horse race
continues. I won't spoil the ending, but rest assured there are plenty more
absurdities in the plot.
A positive aspect to "Hidalgo" was the speed of the horse, Hidalgo. One of
the advantages to computerized digital special effects (CDSE) in the 21st century is that we are now able to make cars, animals, fire and even people move
faster than what is typical in everyday life. Hidalgo is no exception. He was
really fast. But there are disadvantages to increased speed and agility within a
film. A frequent problem with CDSE is that it creates distance between the
audience and the CDSE unit; in this case, us and the horse. Yes, it's "just a
movie." But tell that to the kids that left "Hidalgo" weeping in their parents
arms. When we get older we learn not to cry at movies; CDSE makes this resistance to crying easier. Hidalgo would have been a lot sadder for everyone in the
audience had the filmmakers used a real horse, or at least a less apparently digital horse.
But that's enough ranting and raving and cliched writing. Where should
this review go? I'm not sure. There is a feeling of aimlessness in the air similar
to "Hidalgo." Not to mention Geraldo.

Will visits malls frequently and finds social meaning in the film "Dawn of the
Dead."

"Starsky and Hutch" commit police hilarity
By Loren Hall

A&E Writer
"When you cross the line, your nuts are mine" is the
credo of David Starsky, a street-clothed cop who, with his
partner Ken Hutchinson, fights crime with style in
"Starsky & Hutch." Based on the characters of the hip 70s
TV show of the same name, the plot is probably about as
simple as any single episode of the original was, but
undoubtedly much funnier. Todd Phillips, the director of
the highly popular "Old School," provides us with his best
work yet, filled with some great performances and
authentic 70s culture that are all a pleasure to point and
laugh at.
Ben Stiller plays Starsky, a slightly over-zealous cop
who's trying to live up to the legacy left by his late policewoman mother. Hutch, played by Owen Wilson with
laid-back but sincere enthusiasm, is his new partner, who
would much rather take things as they come, and maybe
even use the benefits of his badge to make a few bucks on
the side. The teaming of Wilson and Stiller, though famil-

iar, is done well here; both have plenty of opportunities to
utilize their comedic timing while also looking pretty
funny in the classic skin-tight jeans and sweet leather jackets of the era. Stiller often has a hard time finding the right
vehicle for his abilities, but he's quite literally found it
here, in his cherry-red Ford Torino. The car, a trademark
of the TV show, looks and sounds great to the very end.
But anyway, the plot. They find a dead body and trace
it back to a local cocaine dealer named Reese Feldman,
played by Vince Vaughn. Vaughn has some clever satiric
lines in this, reminiscent of his work in "Old School."
Feldman is developing a new type of odorless cocaine
(called 'new coke'), which even the best K-9 units are powerless to detect. He proves a difficult crook to catch, so
Starsky and Hutch have to bring in the aid of their
pimp/club owner informant, Huggy Bear, played by
Snoop Dogg. They also wine and dine a couple of hot
cheerleaders (bring out the fondue pot!) and interrogate a
convict with a fetish for dragons. Some great cameos pop
up, including Will Farrell and even the drug store cashier
from "Meet The Parents" (you could get a whole bunch of

Mums) as an ice cream man — watch close for that one.
By the end, everything is pretty predictable, but just roll
with it, keep laughing, and you might be able to forget
that.
There are a few parts of the movie that don't quite
work, however. There's an obligatory 70s dance sequence
which brings nothing new to the table, and a terrible
mime-bit which seems to have snuck past all the scriptrevisions without being noticed. Like many comedydependent action films, it loses the pace a little about three
quarters of the way through, and the ending is somewhat
anticlimactic. I also would've liked a little more action;
there are a few well-orchestrated stunts with the car, but
there could have been more. Overall, though, there are
enough gags to keep it way above water and for me to
fully endorse it. My recommendation: see this movie, and
see it in the theater with a bunch of your friends — things
are always funnier in a large group of people than when
you're watching by yourself on the couch, and "Starsky &
Hutch" has plenty of laughs to share.

Senior Loren Hall is going to Tahoe for Spring Break.
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Atmosphere travels to new heights but stays true
BBrian Strand

A&E Writer
I'm a punk at heart, and so when a
friend pressed Atmosphere's "Seven's
Travels" on me, I was suspicious. I listen
to a little hip hop, and I had heard of
Atmosphere, but I'd never heard their
music. My brother had recommended the
hip hop group out of Minneapolis, but I'd
not taken the time to track down their
music. Then I'd seen a good review in
Punk Planet of all places, but hadn't given
it another thought. When a friend took the
time to pull up their website on my computer, so I could hear the free stream of
their most recent album, I finally- listened.
Suddenly I was addicted. Early in the
album Slug says, "'Atmosphere finally
made a good record.' Yeah right, that s**t
almost sounds convincing." Despite any
self-deprecation their emcee may throw at
the group, Atmosphere has made an excellent record. It has its share of singles, but
is at the same time very listenable as a full

record. The beats are infectious and the being courted by the major labels for this,
samples aroz interesting, but never distract- their fourth album, they decided not to
sign with any of them. Only later did they
ing.
Where Seven's TravelS shines for me -strike a deal with the punk label Epitaph.
The punk feel might also be related to
though, is in the lyrics. Slug is not the thug
the fact that despite their
stereotyped in rap; far
international success, they
from it, he shows himremain a Minneapolis
self to be sensitive,
Slug is not the thug
group. Slug mentions
down-to earth and
stereotyped in rap;
Lake Street and Lyndale,
almost emo. His lyrics
two main streets in the
are smart and heartfar from it, he
Twin Cities, and tells us,
felt. "Reflections" is a
shows himself to be
"these alleyways, and
song devoted to the
sensitive, down-to
these streetlights have
moral dilemma that
Slug is given by
seen my best days."
earth and almost
Atmosphere is connected
groupies, "Gotta Lotta
emo.
to Minneapolis by more
Walls" explores emothan it being their home.
tional barriers and
With all of these songs
"The Keys to Life v. 15
Minutes of Fame" broaches frustration about place, morality and emotion,
with small talk. This is not the subject mat- Atmosphere may seem terribly serious.
Still, the lyrics are not without a sense of
ter of normal hip hop.
Perhaps this is part of the punk ethos I humor. It's a dark humor and very sly. In
feel when I hear Atmosphere. I know I'm the chorus of "Good Times" Slug gently
not the only one hearing it, though. After sings, "gotta thing for the women that

don't love themselves, so either loosen up
your hair or tighten up your belt," and in
"Apple" he informs us that, "just because
you're an emcee doesn't mean that you get
to be an asshole." In "Liquor Lyles Cool
July" Slug declares, "I'd kill you all, if I
wasn't so passive."
In the end, the key to Atmosphere's
high quality is not that it is good hip hop,
or they have a punk style, but it is good
music. It's textured, well developed and
incredibly addictive. Atmosphere knows
where they are coming from. On the last
track, "Always Coming Back Home to
You," Slug says, II] Swear to god hip hop
and comic books was my genesis." They
know where they are coming from and
because of that, they can take us where
they are going.
A free stream of Atmosphere's Seven's
Travels is available from
media.epitaph.comLtmp/ecards/atmosphere/Atmos.swf?id=264.

Brian Strand is a senior.

Travis Thomas: A local music guru
By Rachel Decker

Writer
The past few issues of The Trail have all had something
in common: you can generally find at least one shout-out
to Travis Thomas, the newest "big man on campus,"
apparently. In fact, you'd have to have been living in a
bubble not to know about My Favorite Chords and the
concerts that he and KUPS present. But Thomas has many
more undertakings under his belt. He's a full time student
at UPS, the KUPS Alternative Music Director, a DJ and has
just recently accepted the position of being the manager of
two local (and amazing) bands.
The first is Eyes of Autumn, a local Seattle trio, who
have been playing their way around the Tacoma and
Seattle areas for quite some time now (hopefully you saw
them in November at the Explosion of the Arts concert
when they were definitely rockin' it). These three crazy
kids are in the process of recording a new CD, following
up their first, "Hello", and drummer Peter will soon be
touring with the band Roy, so Thomas hasn't resumed the
role of full-time manager yet. But Thomas recommends

After all of this, it's hard to imagine Thomas still finds
you check back for them this summer.
The second band is Some by Sea, the newest favorite time to attend UPS and have a twoLhOuviradia show on
Tuesdays (5-7 p.m. on 90.1FM). His' radio shdiav;taffeition,
among many at UPS (they are number one on the
local/independent rotation charts down at the station). In ately entitled My Favorite Chords is; as herthaiafcterizeStit)
"very unprofessional," but is also surprisingly diverse, in
mid-February, the band sat Thomas down over to coffee
that Thomas plays everything from local music to hip hop
and flat-out asked him to be their manager.
When asked why he likes being their manager, ThomaA and hardcore. The title, picked by Thomas because it's one
of his favorite Weakerthans' songs, is also the name of his
laughed and said, "They're my friends! They are the
nicest people, and I enjoy doing it. When I graduate in production company. When asked why the name stuck,
May, I'll have way more time to really devote myself to the he simply says the song is about finding significance in the
insignificance. In other words, it's about finding those
job."
Every day Thomas does what he can to help them make small details you like about something and making them
a name for -themselves, whether it's mailing packages to count, which is apparent in all of his activities.
Above all else, Thomas just really enjoys good music,
venues and publications, calling radio stations or passing
out flyers after other concerts. Recently Thomas has been and encourages all of you to come out (starting in April) to
support your local music. Keep April 29: open, because
booking quite a few shows for the band as well, including:
March 18, Some by Sea with Mines St r AsaIikii atAlAeli 9 iMiqiFmioirjJe,gliRrils afiif KUAirdza &nth' Aiwout
this time featuring Rachel BoWmart:alSome
,Sea-along
Lower Level (this one's 21+ kids)
March 19, Some by Sea with Fruit Bats & Kind of Like with Mirah.
Rachel will dcfinitely'be at the Some by Sea/Roy/ROCKY
Spitting at the Vera Project
show, swooning over Rocky.
April 23, Some by Sea with Roy & Rocky Votolato at
Hell's Kitchen

Engine House No. 9
Restaurant
Brewery
Come Visit The Historic E-9
Serving U.P.S. Students & Faculty For 30 Years
Great Food
Burgers & Sandwiches, E-9 Specialties, Pizza, Pasta & Steaks
and of course tasty Appetizers including our "Breasts of Fire"

Join us for our ST. PATRICK'S DAY
CELEBRATION MARCH 17TH
Corned Beef & Cabbage w/ Baby Red Potatoes $8.25
Irish Lamb Stew in a Bread Bowl $7.95
ALL E9 BEERS JUST $2.50
PLUS
"KEEP THE GLASS" SPECIALS:
GUINNESS/BLACK & TAN/HALF & HALF/BASS/HARP $6.50
AS ALWAYS:
Monday All you can eat Spaghetti Dinner $4.95
Tuesday Taco Night & E-9 Beer Pints $2.50 All Day
Wednesday Quiz Night - win Dog Dollars Redeemable

For Appetizers, Beer, or Pop
Thursday is Ladies Night / Karaoke
Sunday Grande Bloody Marys and Margaritas

(Free Movie & Popcorn Sunday Night)
Year Round DI RECTV Sports Viewing Packages
611 North Pine Street, Tacoma (253) 272-3435, www.ehouse9.com
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More funny, but just as absurd as Bush's "Combat Zones"

Reports surface of copycat violence
inspired by Gibson's "The Passion"
Staff Writer
Since the age of the 70's ultraviolent cinema, which included as
"Bonnie & Clyde" and "A Clockwork
Orange," many hive worried over
the effect of such rough fare on fragile minds. Many of these films are not
intended for a young audience, but
somewhere, somehow, a child will
see it. Recently, Congress has debated the prodigy of movies like "Fight
Club" and "Jackass: The Movie" with
an eye towards whether impressionable youths have copied dangerous
stunts from the silver screen. Up to
this point, it has been difficult to spot
hard evidence for such a claim in
legal or criminal terms.
However, Mel Gibson's controversial new film, "The Passion of the
Christ," which has already grossed
over 200 million dollars, has caused
quite a stir, with reports surfacing of
several copycat crimes committed by
young viewers affected by the biblical epic.
Nationwide, 14 differing accounts
from local news agencies have found
that children, ages ranging from 10 to
14, are reenacting some of the brutal
violence they've witnessed in "The
Passion."
'hen you have a film like this,
whaisili3 despite s aim& satiriVls1 StilL
watched by many families, it's going
to disturb the kids," said Dr. Jeffrey
Rosenthal, a psychologist specializing in media influence. "Do I think
it's responsible for parents to expose
their children to a film that mostly
focuses on the systematic brutalizing

Guest Writer
Hey, do I have
news for you. My
friend at VW burned
this mix CD for me
and it has the most
wicked song. I think it's going to
explode like a nuclear bomb on all
your asses. I don't have MTV or anything, since my housemate forgot to
pay the stupid cable bill again, but
just wait 'cause I'm sure they'll be
catching the gravy train on this one
in a month or so.
It's by those crazy dudes from
Hotlanta, Outkast, and it's called
"Hey Ya."
First off, you're thinking what I
was thinking, "What does 'Hey Ya'
mean, anyway?" Too true compadre,

Photo courtesy rapindustry.com

THE NEW FACE OF BLING-

Expect to see this guy EVERYWHERE.

by Ninja Tim

"Kill Bill Vol. 1" (2003)
C ool. Cool. Cool. Cool. Cool. C ool.
Cool. Cool. Cool. Cool. Cool. Cool.
Cool. Cool. Cool. Cool. Cool. Cool.
Cool. Cool. Cool. Cool. Cool. Cool.
Badass.
Photo courtesy movies.yahoo.com

A-GOOD ROLE MODEL?—Mel Gibson's new film has proven more disturb-

ing than even "Jackass: The Movie."
of a man? No. In the movie, the

oppressors aren't punished, so kids
see that there are no consequences to
this kind of violence."
One report, of Ricky Tibbins, age
11, has shown-how Gibson's film has
led some to violence. Tibbins was
found whipping his playfriend Joe
Charters with sticks, in a reenactment of a very traumatizing scene in
"The Passion."
Another case, concerning Suzy
Welliwick, age twelve, shocked
many. After her parents took her to
the film she reenacted the film's climax with her pet gerbil.
Congress is quite divided over
what measures, if any, should be
taken. Most conservatives are crying
out that censoring "The Passion" is
an infringement of First Amendment
t114''left 'gays that 'the
film is causing children to commit
violence and other immoral acts.
The director, meanwhile, has
made only a few comments.
"Jesus, this is messed up," Gibson
said in a press conference Tuesday.
Parent groups are splintered as to

their comment, since many admit
they took their own kid's to "The
Passion" and wish to avoid culpability.
"My boy isn't crucifying anyone
or anything," said Patty Gurelli, head
of the Washington Parents Morality
Alliance, in a phone interview. "But
Frank also has been having nightmares since we took him to the
movie. Like, every night. And he's
stopped speaking."
The Catholic Church has offered
no comment on the matter.
For the time being, the movie will
continue to screen and the batle over
the effect of cinema violence will go
on. Many social watchdogs, including the Christian Right and several
parent groups, have expressed their
impatience for "Kill Bill: Vol. 2" to be
released.
"Now there's a film with no
redemptive value. Just blood, and
blood, and more blood," Gurelli said.
"We'll be protesting it the day it
comes out, believe you me."

Simon regrets the influence "Starsky
& Hutch" had on his wardrobe.

Have you heard that kickin' new
"Hey Ya" song? It's mighty kickin'!
By Gerald Mulvey

Cung Fu Corner
Ninja Tim is back, with the usual poetic and obtuse
twenty-five word movie reveiw.

By Simon Fuhls
'

Pow!

too true. It is a
weird one, I
know, but it's
than
going to be the
"Mmmbop" of
our time. Forget
thou
all the mumbo
jumbo in
"Across the Universe" — this here's
all the truth you'll ever need. Who
needs meaning when you've got hot
licks by Ice Cold Andre 3000?
You might also be perplexed and
vexed, going, "Who is this Outkast?"
I have to admit, Gerald was also pretty confused. Who outkasted
Outkast? What are they outkasted
from? Are we, by listening to their
ripe beats, also becoming outkasts?
What's an inkast? This is pretty
heavy stuff, I know; better leave it to
the philosophs and get on with the
dancin'.
Just give it a spin. You can probably download it off iTunes, if they're
hip to it. Otherwise go for the
Canadian import or something. Now
sit back and soak in that count-off.
Then the beat just drops on you like a
rainstorm. Addictive, right? This
track is hella tight and super fresh.

hipper

The freshest. Expect big airplay on
this one, and everyone to rush out to
buy Polaroid cameras. "Hey Ya" is
going to be the Song of 2004.
Play this cut at your next Friday
night freakfest, and all the honeys
will go plumb crazy on the dance
floor. They'll run up to you and say,
"Who is this? I LOVE it!" And you
can say all nonchalantly, like you
produced the hot little ditty yourself,
"Why, it's called 'Hey Ya,' and would
you mind joining me for a little hot
tub romp?" Just watch. I guarantee
romping. Wicked dope donkey
punch romping. With like, two bottles of Crystal for everyone.
Where was I? Oh yeah: the song.
Man, this sh*t is so brilliant it messes
with your mind and stuff. It's hard to
stay on topic, but as a wiser man than
me once said, "You better check
yourself before you wreck yourself."
Anyway, this track is the next
"Macarena." "Hey Ya" is the
bitchinest cut to come out in ages,
and it's from where rap began, the
deep South. Just remember who told
you first.

Next week Gerald will let you in on a
little fashion secret: camo pants.

Ninja Tim is using his spring break to karate chop
bricks with his head, finger and other bodily weapons.

Photo courtesy netgoth.free.fr

TOO MUCH SUN—Not enough ennui. Goths discussing

Goethe and cavorting at a picnic.

Area goths suffer from
Seasonal Affective Disorder
Encroaching sunny weather means dark days,
kind of Figuratively dark. You know.
By Mary Madeglin

Staff Writer
The Pacific Northwest has long been associated with a
cloud-ridden rainy season, typically during the winter
months. For weeks on end, sunlight barely pierces the sky,
skin remains paler than an Irishman's calves and precipitation approaches biblical levels. But for many, that's the way
they like it.
Now that the sun is coming out and spring is underway,
the psychological affliction S.A.D., or Seasonal Affective
Disorder, is affecting many Tacoma and Seattle goths.
"It's terrible," said Martin Selberg, guitarist for local
band Children of Bodom. "I boil in all my black clothing
with this stupid sun everywhere, and everybody is so smiley. How can one ruminate on all things goth when there
are so many invitations to play frisbee? How can you get
even halfway through a Neal Stephenson novel when
everyone wants to Slip n' Slide?"
Many share Selberg's complaints. There is a general fear
of the next few months by Pacific Northwest goths. They
have good reason, too: S.A.D. leads to fits of depression
and a tendency to stay indoors for days on end, among
other symptoms. These are all good things, goths say, but
it's so much easier to sulk when you haven't seen the sun
in two weeks.
"Why do you think there are no goths in Miami?"
Selberg asked. "The lifestyle just isn't conducive. This
whole spring and summer's got me down. And not in a
cool, metal way or anything."
Selberg expressed his regret over living in a place of only
near-eternal rainfall. "Man, I should move to Siberia or
something. Russian goths are so hardcore compared to us."
Though it is hard to stay hardcore while you sport a nice
tan, there are solutions for those in need.
Counseling, Health and Wellness Services has informed
The Combat Zone that any local goths can come in to discuss their S.A.D. Houston Dougherty asks those who need
it to seek treatment, although he said he's not quite sure
what the treatment would be in this case.
Mary treats her S.A.D. by getting stoned (with perscription

marijuana, of course.)

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. We're pretty sure there's a new circle of hell now for us
because of the "Passion" article. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Chapman can't match game Loggers
By Matt Stevens

Sports Writer
The Puget Sound women's basketball team traveled
south to California for their first game in the Division III
National Tournament, where they beat the Chapman
University Panthers on their home floor by a score of 61-53
on March 6.
It was the first appearance for the Loggers in the
Division HI pool. While UPS received a bye for the first
round, Chapman had already been tested this postseason
with a first round game against their rival ClaremontMudd-Scripps College. It was the fourth consecutive postseason birth for the Panther program and third consecutive
year of hosting a game.
All the reputation in the world does not mean anything
once the players get on the court, though. Chapman jumped
out to an early lead and held on for the entire first half. The
Loggers closed the first half on a 9-2 run to make the score
30-24. They continued their hot hand to start off the second
half, opening with a 24-9 rim. UPS established a 21-point
lead with just 9:16 left in the game.
The Panthers were an experienced team and refused to
go away easily, however. The potent Logger offense could
only muster one field goal in the final eight minutes of the
game, yet Chapman never succeeded in getting closer than
seven points.
Puget Sound was led in points by junior Lindsay May,
who scored 19 on eight for 13 shooting from the field. May,
recently named to the first team All-Conference, also pulled
down seven rebounds.
Angie Straw, the powerful post presence for the Loggers,
also had a big night, adding 17 points and eight boards.
Straw also led the Loggers in assists (3) and blocks (4). Kilty
Keaton was the only other Logger to reach double figures in
scoring, chipping in 11.
"We started off tense, because it was our first game, and
we were not so hot on offense or defense," Keaton said. She
also talked about how coach Suzy Barcomb kick-started the
Loggers.
"Suzy was sort of worried a bit at first because we were

so calm all week and before the game. We lost the calmness
in the first few minutes of the game but we settled down
and got the job done."
The Logger defense shut down the Panthers scoring
attack, limiting Chapman to shooting just 33 percent from
the floor. Chapman's all-time leading scorer Melody
Bongiorno finished with only 13 points in her final game.
The Loggers out-rebounded the Panthers 42-40, but turned
the ball over four more times. Eighteen turnovers could
really cost the Loggers as they press deeper into the tournament.
"Angie had a great game," Keaton said. "Their posts
couldn't even guard her, it was ridiculous. She also hit some
big free throws down the stretch."
Straw laughed at the high praise and explained her big
night. "I was just feeling it, just kept taking it to the hoop. I
was not going to let them stop me," she said.
The Loggers next match-up is against Buena Vista
University from Storm Lake, Iowa, on March 12. Buena
Vista comes into the game with a 27-2 record, champions of
the Iowa Conference. The Beavers' star is two-time conference player of the year Amy Meggers, averaging 20.4 points
a game and 10.5 rebounds.
The other teams in Puget Sound's bracket are
Wilmington College and Thomas More College. The second-round sectional match will take place on Saturday,
March 13.
With another solid performance the Loggers are looking
forward to facing off against the Wilmington CollegeThomas More College winner in that game. Thomas More
College of Crestview Hills, Ky, is the host for both the
Friday and Saturday games.
If the Loggers can pick up two wins, they will be in the
Final Four at Virginia Wesleyan College in Virginia Beach,
Virginia, March 19 and 20.
Straw is not worried about who Beuna Vista might
throw at her down low. "I think I can match up with anyone," she said. "Playing everyday against the NWC and
Lindsay (May) and Laura (Koval) and Jessica (Roberts) prepares me for anyone."
Keaton is very optimistic about the coming match up
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I'LL BE WATCHING YOU—As senior Angie Straw

shoots a free throw against the Willamette Bearcats on Feb.
20, sophomore Kilty Keaton keeps a close watch from midcourt. The Loggers meet Buena Vista on March 12.
with Buena Vista:."With a game under our belt, we won't
come out so tense this time," she said. "We'll be ready to
play."
Sports Writer Matt Stevens would've followed the women to
Kentucky, but he couldn't handle anymore bluegrass.
s

Track gets starts season strong, men win
Men, women both match
tough Pioneers and Falcons
in first outdoor meet of season
By Sean Duade

Sports Writer
The men's and women's track and field
teams ran their first home meet of the season on March 6, competing against Seattle
Pacific University and Lewis and Clark.
The men's team scored 79.5 points, defeating both SPU (64) and Lewis & Clark (59.5)
in the process. The women placed second
out of the three teams attending.
Saturday's meet was the first official
meet held at Joe Peyton Field since its commemoration to him last spring.
Team scoring in track is based upon
points won in individual events. A first
place finish is worth five points; second
place earns three points; third earns two
points; and fourth is the last scoring place,

earning one point.
The men's and women's track and field
coach Mike Orechia was not as concerned
with the scoring of the meet as he was with
getting his athletes to post qualifying
marks,to make the Northweat Conference
meet.
"Our objective," Orechia said, "was to
take care of some qualifying marks. And
we did. We had something like 10 or 12
athletes qualify for conferences on
Saturday."
The women ran well in the middle distance events (800-5000m), scoring points in
the 800m and 1500m runs. In the 800m run,
Molly Schreiner placed fourth with a time
of 2:32, and Alana Hagney placed third
with a time of 2:28. Hagney also placed
third in the 1500m, running 5:06, while fellow Logger Sarah Orzell finished in second
place at 5:03.
The men ran well across the board, placing scorers in every event except for the
200m. In the middle distance events Matt
Vanni posted second and third place finishes in the 400 and 800m, running times of
53.0 and 2:07, respectively.
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CLOSE YOUR EYES AND HOPE

—

Members of the UPS and Seattle Pacific mens track

teams risk life and limb during a hurdles race on March 6. The home meet was the first of
the outdoor season for the Loggers.

•

In the 1500m, Dan Pollard was the lone
Logger scorer, finishing third with a time
of 4:15. The Loggers also received a huge
boost from sophomore Burch Greene.
"Burch had a real good meet for us."
Orechia said. "He had a personal best in
the pole vault, won the 100m, came in second in the Long Jump, and he ran legs in
both the 4x100m and 4x400m relays."
On the field, Jena Robinson and Katie
Heaton were standouts. Heaton took second place in the women's pole vault, vaulting 3.35m or 10' 11". Robinson, meanwhile, dominated in the long jump events,
finishing first in the triple jump and second
in the long jump, earning her team eight
points in the process.
The Logger men did well on the field as
well, taking the top three spots in the pole
vault and the top two spots in the long
jump. Brian Kramer was tremendous for
the team, winning the high jump and long
jump and taking second in the triple jump.
Greg Gause beat teammate Burch Greene
for the victory in the pole vault.
In the 10 kilometer run the Logger men
decimated their opponents, sweeping the
race by having runners place first through
fourth. The 6.2-mile run is an agonizing
event. Runners circle the quarter-mile track
25 times in a test of their grit, strength and
endurance. Fans surrounding the track
helped to break up the monotony of the
race, beating their palms on the chain
linked fence encircling the outside of the
track, and shouting encouragements to the
athletes.
The most vocal of the cheering section
was none other than Orechia, who was
constantly hollering instructions to his athletes during different stages of the race. He
could be heard marching around the
infield of the track, yelling in-race strategies, in particular to race leader Frank
Prince, to who he howled from 50 yards
away, "Squeeze it Frankie! Two laps to go,
squeeze it!"
And squeeze it Prince did, running a
time of 31:50, roughly stringing together
six consecutive 5:06 miles. In doing so
Prince outdistanced his nearest competitor,
UPS teammate Kota Reichert, by 1:27.
Prince has high expectations for himself
this season.
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CAN'T NOBODY HOLD ME DOWN—A

Logger pole vaults into the sky above Baker
Stadium on March 6. UPS won the men's
side of the meet.
"I want to win the 10km at conference."
Prince said. "Last year I came in second,
but I ran 22 seconds faster on Saturday
than I did at the conference meet last year,
so it should be close." Puget Sound runners Nick Mayers and Jimmy O'Dea took
third and fourth place in the race.
Puget Sound senior standout Dan
McLean was apart from the team on
Saturday to run a mile time in a qualifying
meet for the NCAA Indoor
Championships. McLean qualified for the
championships running 4:06.7. In doing so
he posted the fastest Division III indoor
mile of the year. For his efforts McLean was
named UPS Male Athlete of the Week as
well as NWC Male Track and Field Athlete
of the Week.
The Loggers' next home meet is March
26, as they host the UPS Open before heading to Palo Alto, Calif., for the Stanford
Invitational on March 26-27.

Sports Writer Sean Duade comes to The Trail
office in bubble wrap every week.
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Loggers regain winning form versus Whitworth
By Jeff Swiryn

Sports Writer
The Loggers began conference play on a
stellar note, sweeping the Whitworth
Pirates in a three game series at home
March 6 and 7.
Freshman pitcher Chris Owens picked

up his fourth win in the first game, which
UPS won 8-2. The second game was postponed after seven innings due to darkness
and the Loggers won it the next day 6-4.
The final game was a high-scoring battle,
which Puget Sound won by a final score of
14-9.
The team is now 7-4 overall and in first
place in the Northwest Conference with a
3-0 record. Slammin' Sammy Bunnett was
awarded NWC honorable mention for hitter of the week. He went 7-11, scored five
runs and is now batting .444.
In the first game, Quentin Flores was
pulled after hurting his back on the first
play and is questionable for his next start.
On short notice Chris Owens took over
and pitched seven dominating innings,
effectively changing speeds and hitting
catcher Olin Wick's targets with precision.
He surrendered only two runs in the first
inning, both unearned.
"We have been impressed with Chris
Owens this season. He's been very effective this year." His team nickname is "The

Vulture" because he swoops down and
takes wins from the starting staff. Before
last weekend, Owens was 3-0 after pitching only 2 2/3 innings.
After a shaky first inning, the Loggers
dominated the rest of the game. Bunnett
went 3-3 with 2 walks, and Mac Gebbers
and Nick Arndt hit back-to-back home
runs in the fourth inning.
In the eighth inning, Matt Gylling was
hit by a pitch, then hit by a throw in the
midst of a rundown, and hit a third time by
the catcher trying to pick him off at third
which allowed him to score. The three-run
eighth capped the scoring at 8-2.
Game two was started by Reed BennettEisen. He gave up two runs in the fourth,
but got out of the inning when right fielder Jake Herigstad gunned down a runner
at home. The Loggers answered with three
runs in the bottom half of the fourth on a
Bunnett RBI, followed by a two-run double
by Mike Kennewick. The game was tied 44 after seven, and was continued the next
day.
UPS took the lead in the bottom of the
eighth. After loading the bases, designated
hitter Tanner Webber singled to bring
home the fifth run, and Bunnett scored on
an error by the Whitworth third baseman.
Closer Taylor Thompson came in to seal
the deal in the top of the ninth, and picked
up his first NWC save of the season and

third overall.
The final game
was a three-plus hour
slugfest. The Loggers
efficiently scored 14
runs on 15 hits, and
the two teams combined for twenty-five
total hits. Jake
Herigstad drove in
four runs in his first
two at bats on a triple
and a bases-loaded
double that missed
being a grand slam
by no more than three
feet.
Tyler
Williams
started his fourth
game of the season
and pitched a gem
until the fifth inning.
UPS allowed the
Pirates to bat through
the lineup before
recording the first
Kate Noble/ASUPS Photo Services
out. Williams was
LOCKED AND LOADED—Freshman Chris Owens rears back
pulled after a single,
for a pitch in the Loggers' 8-2 victory over Whitworth on March 6.
an error by Matt UPS sits atop the NWC with a 3-0 conference record.
Gylling, a double,
missed any hope of a comeback for the
and three hit batsmen. Forrest Hartford
took over but Whitworth scored a total of Pirates as he hit another three-run shot for
nine runs, taking a 9-5 lead. Wick cut the UPS, his second of the weekend. The
lead with his first Logger btillpen, featuring Devon Zeller
homerun of the sea- and Brian Bennett, gave up only two hits,
son in the bottom of and UPS won the game 14-9 to complete
the sweep.
the fifth.
Eleven games into the season, the
Trailing by three
runs in the seventh, Loggers have demonstrated depth both in
Chris Dunbar tied the lineup and on the mound. Coach
the game with a two- Billings is willing to experiment with the
out, three-run jack. lineup, demonstrating his confidence and
Mac Gebbers scored knowledge of the game.
"It's all about production. Some players
the go ahead run on
an errant pickoff match-up with certain pitchers better than
throw by the others. It's important that we continue to
Whitworth pitcher, pay attention to the match-ups."
Production has not been a problem for.
and Herigstad hit his
third double of the the Loggers, but they have not been as proday to bring in ductive in the early innings.
"We haven't scored many runs for our
another.
"We played to win starters so far this season. I expect that to
every inning and by change." Puget Sound will play seven
doing that we put games over Spring Break, six of which are
ourselves in position conference games versus Linfield and
to be successful," Pacific.
Sportswriter Jeff Swiryn thoroughly enjoyed
Herigstad said.
In the eighth hearing Andre Nickatina over the loud speaker
between innings.
inning, Gebbers dis-

Participate in a research
study form

...an investigational
smallpox vaccine.

Sinaupox was a major cause of death
through the first half of the 20th century, but a
global program eliminated the disease. The U.S.
government has determined'
have the vaccine available for res e

This study is being done to c m par gin
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Logger sports on tap:
Men's basketball:

March 12 — Sectional Round vs. UW-Stevens Point,
8 p.m.
Women's basketball:

March 12 — Sectional Round vs. Buena Vista,
Crestview Hills, Ky., 6 p.m.
Softball:

March 14-18 — Sun West Spring Break Tournament,
Orange County, Calif.
Crew:

Receive compensation for
time and trave l.
Call the recruiters toll-free at
877.697.8839 or 253.779.8815
for more information.

March 20 — Dual meet vs. Western Washignton,
Lake Samish, Wash.
Track and field:

March 12-13 — NCAA Indoor Championships,
Whitewater, Wisc., 2 p.m.
March 13 — at George Fox and Linfield, Newberg,
Ore., 11 a.m.
Men's Tennis:

March 12 — vs. Lewis & Clark, 3:30 p.m.
March 13 — vs. Pacific, 4:30 p.m.
Women's Tennis:
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March 12 — at Lewis & Clark, Portland, Ore., 3:30
p.m.
March 13 — at Pacific, Forest Grove, Ore., noon
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Wild fans push Loggers to Sweet 16
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By John Dugan

Assistant Sports Editor
From talking to members of the . UPS men's basketball
team, you'd think their play had nothing to do with the 8975 win they posted over the Pomona-Pitzer Sagehens on
March 6. If you ask the team, outside forces intervened.
"The fans gave us a 10-0 lead," head coach Eric
Bridgeland said, referring to the Loggers impressive run to
open the game. "They were so hyped, I think our start was
a direct result of that. I haven't seen us play harder than
that all year."
Despite playing a sloppy game that resulted in 24
turnovers, the Loggers out-hustled and out-ran the
Sagehens, building on that 10-0 run to stake a 50-33 halftime lead. Pomona never got within seven points the rest of
the game.
"Everything they did, we practiced during the week,"
said senior Mario Mendoza, who led the first-half surge
with nine points on 3-5 three point shooting. "They were
playing off me, so I was taking those open shots. I made
some big threes, and when you start to hit a lot of shots you
gain the confidence to keep shooting."

the

Unfortunately, Mendoza was the only Logger
with a hot hand, as they shot barely 40 percent
from the field, including just 27 percent from
three-point range. That poor shooting was made
up for in free throws, where UPS went 29-37,
compared to Pomona's 10-15. It was the Loggers'
effort that put them over the top.
"Playing for a huge crowd just energizes us so
much," said senior Matt Glynn, who led all scorers with 20 points. "It's almost like having a sixth
man. They had to beat the students as well as us."
The Sagehens were unable to rattle either the
Loggers or their fans, as they got within 10 points
only once, late in the second half. Sophomore
Chase Curtiss suspected the crowd of almost
1,200 had something to do with that.
"When there's that much noise, they can't
hear what's going on. They're not used to that
Greg Groggel/ ASUPS Photo Services
FULL STEAM AHEAD—Sophomore Josh Walker drives against
kind of crowd, and they can't handle it," Curtiss
freshman David Knowles (12) of Pomona. Walker had 10 points, 10
said. Heavy preparation from the coaching staff
rebounds and four assists in the Loggers' win. UPS next hosts the
helped to fluster Pomona, as well.
University
of Wisconson-Stevens Point on March 12.
"We watched a lot of game film on them ... we
didn't change anything we've done all year, just
tweaked it a bit," Bridgeland said. "We've got really smart Glynn, the Northwest Conference Player of the Year. "They
like to slow it down, but we want them to play our game,
guys, and they gain confidence from seeing their set-ups.
in our house."
When they come out and the first play of the game is exactIn addition to making the Pointers play an up-tempo
ly what we practiced, it builds confidence."
With the win, the Loggers earned a spot in the round of game, the Loggers must adjust to being the rookies in the
16, which will be held in Memorial Fieldhouse March 12- tournament. Stevens Point is making its third NCAA tour13. Sul Ross State and Lawrence (Wis.) face off first at 6 nament appearance in seven years, while the Loggers are
p.m. on March 12, followed by UPS and the University of making their first. In a way, that may help.
".133iFlgelsand said. "It's
"That anon.ymity helps, a
Wisconsin-Stevens Point no earlier than 8 p.m. The winners
people
about us, abou t pAYr.WY-.J3.44MA61
will play March 13 at 8 p.m.
g
In matching up with Stevens Point, Puget Sound will respect us. We're, West,Cqa
Goits:g
d
of, and we've never been hew If„i trwect
face a direct contrast to their wide-open, high-scoring, fastbreak style of play. The Pointers allow a frighteningly low is natural."
After squaring off with Stevens Point, the Loggers hope
57 points per game, almost half of the Loggers' scoring
to no longer be anonymous to the country. If they achieve
pace of 105 points per game. Conversely, they only score 68
their goal of winning a national championship, they can
per game, whereas the Loggers give up nearly 89 per game.
"They'll play a lot like (UW-) River Falls; they won't run count on never being unknown again.
"(Winning a national championship) would be the culwith us," Bridgeland said, referring to the other Wisconsin
mination of everything," Mendoza said. "What a way to go
Intercollegiate athletic Conference team the Loggers faced,
and beat, in December. "We'd like them to run with us, but out on top."
Assistant Sports Editor John Dugan desires macaroni pictures
it's a clash of tempos."
and popcorn necklaces.
"We have to force them to play how we play," said
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YOU AND WHAT ARMY?—Senior Mario Mendoza,

backed by a crazy student section, launches a shot during
the Loggers' 89-75 win over Pomona-Pitzer on March 6.
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Strong pitching powers softball
By Melissa Huggins

Sports Writer
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The Puget Sound softball team finished their first weekend of NWC play 2-2,
after winning both games against the Lewis and Clark Pioneers and dropping two
against a tough Pacific Boxers team.
On Saturday against Lewis and Clark, the Loggers were able to find offensive
success, hitting their way to decisive 10-2 and 6-0 victories behind the stellar pitching of Kelsey Weidkamp and Adriane Herlache.
"We hit really well, and we played solid defense," shortstop Maren Buck commented.
Against Pacific the next day, they had a bit more trouble finding their offensive
rhythm, falling behind 2-0 going into the seventh inning of the first game. UPS tied
the game in the seventh, but Pacific eventually won in the bottom of the seventh,
scoring the winning run on a sacrifice fly. In the second game, the Loggers initially
led, but some defensive lapses rendered them unable to stop a Pacific rally and they
fell 8-4.
Despite the tough losses on Sunday, Hamilton was still positive. "Mostly it was
a defensive letdown, and that's all correctible," she remarked. "We would've liked
to at least split, but we did a lot of good things."
The Boxers were coming off an energizing upset of PLU, who was picked to win
the NWC this year. Also, the Boxers had the advantage of playing various preseason games in Oregon, while the Loggers' schedule called for them to start their season with NWC matches.
"We have a pretty young team, including two freshman catchers," Hamilton
added. "It was hard for them in their first collegiate games to face Pacific, who just
ran and bunted and hit and run like crazy."
Overall, many positives came out of the weekend. Pitcher Kelsey Weidkamp
didn't give up a single earned run in 12 innings, and was an honorable mention for
the NWC Pitcher of the Week. Also, Adriane Herlache, a freshman pitcher, had a
shutout in her first collegiate game. Buck went 6 of 12 on the weekend, knocking in
5 RBIs, and Tara Jannson went 5 for 11 with a home run, earning herself an honorable mention for NWC Hitter of the Week.
"We definitely came out hitting better than we have in the past this weekend,"
Buck remarked. "They were throwing all sorts of pitches at us all weekend, and
none of them tripped us up to where they were unhittable."
The Loggers have had to adjust for missing some players, forcing people to play
out of position. Three women — Laura Koval, Heidi Collier and Jessica Roberts —
are also basketball players, so they are currently competing in Nationals. Also, Tara
Wood has a broken finger, and can only pinch run at this point.
"We've been doing a little bit of juggling in the lineup," Hamilton explained.
"We're down a little bit in terms of who we have available, but another thing that
was great about this weekend is that we have a lot of people who've moved from
the infield to the outfield, we have people that are playing different positions and
everybody has just really approached it with a great attitude."
Next up for Puget Sound is the Sun West Spring Break Tournament, during
which they will play eight games over four days in California, against teams from
all over the U.S. "It is the best Division III tournament in the country that you can
find this time of year," Hamilton said. "It will be a good test for us."

Sports Writer Melissa Huggins can see the light ... and it BURNS!
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